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research questions

complexity

representation

interface
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conceptA. 
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embodied navigation of 
complex piano notation

embodiment shapes understanding

inherent notation plasticity

new paradigm

interaction instead of interpretation



modeling

understanding  

old paradigm

technique interpretation

embodiment understanding  

interaction

new paradigm
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UTI                     TUI
Understanding 
Technique 
Interpretation

Tangible 
User 
Interface

notation as extension of the instrument as extension of the body



example 1: Iannis Xenakis Mists, bars 46-47 



example 1a: pitch in space



example 1b: fingers



example 1c: hand grasps



example 1e: arms
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tablature
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performance as embodied navigation in a non-linear state space of 
notational (gestural, sonic, stylistic, conceptual…) affordances

embodied navigation

affordances are representable as annotations of the score  
in the form of a multilayered tablature

the performer navigates embodied layers and manipulates notation  
as if it had tangible properties

example of mediation between symbolic signification,  
action-oriented descriptors and physical energy

physical movement acts as an interface for notation processing  
notation forms part of the dynamic system “body-instrument-notation”
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Radical version: The interaction with the musical text can be explained even without the 

need for mental representations, as a dynamic dance between the elements of the 

system: body, mind, instrument, notation and interactive systems. Such version does not 

negate the mental representability of the process, but claims that mental representations 

are epistemologically only contingent and not a sine qua non for musical performance.

three versions of EN 
 

Soft version of embodied navigation: Performance necessitates the internalisation of 

notation in the form of mental representations  and is only ergonomically assisted by 

the body, the instrument and the score as external structures.

Hard version: The musical score is being transformed by embodied experience in the mind 

of the performer and as external annotation; the performer develops action-oriented 

representations in the course of learning and performing.
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architecture & methodology B. 
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interactive systems
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goals

representation 

interaction

malleable, dynamic, objective, personalised

longitudinal learning trajectory

information reduction

multimodal augmentation

gestural control 
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A. 

B. 

recording data

C. 

analysing data

D. 

processing notation offline

real time applicationsa. 

GesTCom modules
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A. recording multimodal data 

1. MIDI

2. audio

3. kinect video

4. linear and angular acceleration
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TouchKeys data 
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LabEx GREAM  
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MIDI & TouchKeys

kinect sensor
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-2niFpFkjc

sound recording

hardware overview

http://www.unistra.fr/index.php?id=25062

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-2niFpFkjc
http://www.unistra.fr/index.php?id=25062
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inertial sensors

3D accelerometers 
3-axis gyroscopes
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recording 
patch
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TouchKeys 
representations
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recording protocol 

longitudinal 
learning

prioritisation 
processes

final product



assemblage 
four dimensions of learning 

forward-moving stratification 

resistance to the flow 

line of flight  
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B.  analysing data 
MuBu for MAX

http://forumnet.ircam.fr/product/mubu-en/
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 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4UuswTyqRk  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8pAjnAiQ9E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4UuswTyqRk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8pAjnAiQ9E
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=io9iGpVUAkI&list=UU8G2C0lwe96oa_KuIzfWOeA&index=3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=io9iGpVUAkI&list=UU8G2C0lwe96oa_KuIzfWOeA&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=io9iGpVUAkI&list=UU8G2C0lwe96oa_KuIzfWOeA&index=3
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1. qualitative analysis

2. quantitative analysis

a. mapping to audio-video
b. syntax
c. mapping to implicit annotation
d. comparing varied performances

a. inference of mappings  
     through machine learning 

analytical methodology 
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Brian Ferneyhough

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPNw2_zKdVs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPNw2_zKdVs
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" A notation which demands of the performer the formulation of a 

conscious selection procedure of [..] the information [..] and a 

determination of the combination of elements (strata) which are to be 

assigned preferential status at any given stage of the realization process"

Collected Writings /  
Aspects of Notational and Compositional Practice
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 “An adequate interpretation of this work presupposes three 
distinct learning processes: (1) an overview of the 
(deliberately relatively direct) gestural patterning without 
regard to exactitude of detail in respect of rhythm; (2) a 
‘de-learning’ in which the global structures are abandoned 
in favour of a concentration upon the rhythmic and 
expressive import of each individual note (as if the 
composition were an example of ‘punctualistic’ music); (3) 
the progressive reconstruction of the various gestural units 
established at the outset on the basis of experience gained 
during the above two stages of preparation” 

Performance Notes / Lemma-Icon-Epigram
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mapping pianistic gesture to sound: 
Ferneyhough Lemma-Icon-Epigram 
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 mapping gesture to sound 

Jules Françoise
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mapping pianistic gesture to (an)notation 
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…or, comparing 

objective third-person  

             with  

subjective first-person  
descriptions 
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comparing embodied layers 
Xenakis Mists 
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quantitative analysis 
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inferring (an)notation from gesture v machine learning 
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C. processing notation

complexity reduction (pitch, rhythm) 

multimodal augmentation
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1. pitch complexity reduction
Guido engine library

http://guidolib.sourceforge.net/
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processing notation

from MIDI file to reduced 
proportional space notation 

guidolib.sourceforge.net/

http://guidolib.sourceforge.net
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command-line tools
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segmental HMM

Baptiste Caramiaux
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embodied layers 

grasp 

grasp both  
boundaries  
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embodied layers 

grasp one 
boundary

arm
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basic gestural pattern 

https://www.youtube.com /watch?v=zytF1nEesAU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zytF1nEesAU
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2. rhythm complexity reduction
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gestural clicktrack

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idovxvga54c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idovxvga54c
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notation gestural processing methodology 
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3. multimodal augmentation  
                INScore 
augmented and interactive musical representations:

scores
images
video
signals

through mapping graphic space to time

Dominique Fober - GRAME, Lyon
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complex representation of  
heterogenous graphic  
elements

performance representation

interaction

simple time-space mapping
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4rtRgaARiSU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4rtRgaARiSU
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D. real-time applications 

motionfollower 

interactive tablature
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Frédéric Bevilacqua

motion following 
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motionfollower 
 learning 

gesture pattern 

 following 
variations 

augmented  
multimodal  
feedback 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fS4xj6qOtxk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fS4xj6qOtxk
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basic gestural pattern 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fS4xj6qOtxk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fS4xj6qOtxk
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interactive tablature 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KV9nQUhhyuI 

inertial sensors 
motionfollower INScore

a personalised interactive multimodal tablature for 
learning and performing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KV9nQUhhyuI
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interactive gestural control of multiple representations
augmented feedback 
score following
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLB7uayipd4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Rql732JUm5M&list=UU8G2C0lwe96oa_KuIzfWOeA&index=17

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLB7uayipd4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rql732JUm5M&list=UU8G2C0lwe96oa_KuIzfWOeA&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rql732JUm5M&list=UU8G2C0lwe96oa_KuIzfWOeA&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rql732JUm5M&list=UU8G2C0lwe96oa_KuIzfWOeA&index=17
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interaction schema 
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applicationsC. 
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music performance 

top-down interactive learning 
augmented feedback
notation as instrument

interface design for mixed music
score-following
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analysis 
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Mark Andre: Contrapunctus 
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Iannis Xenakis: Mists 
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pedagogy 

Darmstadt INMM, April 2018
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composition Panos Ghikas & Pavlos 
Antoniadis - Toxic Gum

panos original composition multimodal data of pavlos learning 

unreal time improv panos

+

pavlos improv response

pavlos new interactive score

……
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improvisation 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjYSRJyMRrM

Kontraklang Berlin, May 2017

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjYSRJyMRrM
http://www.apple.com
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recording of multimodal data (MuBu) 

movement analysis (MuBu)  

derivative representations, mappings and 

synchronizations and personalized tablature 

creation (INScore) 

interaction (INScore and motionfollower) 

summary 
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representation 
 registration of real physical energies as opposed to mere symbolic 

representation

monitoring of the learning process

longitudinal archiving in both physical (data) and symbolic (notation) form

 dynamic as opposed to static representation of the navigation paradigm

 externalisation of the internal mental processes associated with learning

 extension of the traditional annotation practices through technology

reproducibility and communicability of the learning processes
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simplification of the complex notation through performance data

proliferation of the representations and augmented multimodal feedback

real-time gestural control of the symbolic and multimodal notation

effective transformation of the notation into an interface

radical embodied paradigm with contingent use for mental representations

direct perception of notation as signal

dynamics of entrainment, alignment and sensorimotor learning in the 

interaction with symbolic information

interaction 
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future directions 
user experience

architecture
recording: mocap, haptic

movement analysis: machine learning

tablature creation: automation

interaction: notation plasticity

web implementation 

traditional repertoire

other instruments
sensorimotor prediction

social network
video game
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conclusion 
action-oriented view of notation
new interfaces
human-machine interaction
gesture modeling 

gesture-to-notation mappings 
interactive multimodal tablature

real-time gestural processing of notation 
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conclusion 
dissemination

inclusiveness

collaborative music-making

incremental & radical innovations
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http://theses.unistra.fr/ori-oai-search/notice/view/2018STRAC007?
height=500&width=900

access to materials 

PhD thesis 

videos 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sPNw2_zKdVs&list=UU8G2C0lwe96oa_KuIzfWOeA

presentation 
https://pavlosantoniadis.wordpress.com/

http://theses.unistra.fr/ori-oai-search/notice/view/2018STRAC007?height=500&width=900
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPNw2_zKdVs&list=UU8G2C0lwe96oa_KuIzfWOeA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPNw2_zKdVs&list=UU8G2C0lwe96oa_KuIzfWOeA
https://pavlosantoniadis.wordpress.com/
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thank you! 


